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Abstract. There exists a weak Hilbert space with no unconditional basis.

The aim of this note is to show a rather general construction of Banach

spaces with no unconditional basis. As a corollary, one obtains a weak Hilbert

space with no unconditional basis, thus answering a question raised some years

ago by several authors (cf., e.g., [CS, P]). Our approach is based on techniques

first introduced by Johnson, Lindenstrauss, and Schechtman in [JLS] for the

study of the Kalton-Peck space [KP]. These techniques were refined b> Ketonen

[K] and generalized further by Borzyszkowski [B]. The novelty of the present

general approach consists of the use of a simple interpolation trick, which is

nevertheless strong enough to allow for the construction of a weak Hilbert space

which contains a subspace with no unconditional basis.

1. The main construction

The standard notation from the Banach space theory used throughout this
paper can be found, for example, in [P, TJ].

Let us recall that, if (Zfc)£L, is a family of finite-dimensional subspaces of

a Banach space X, then the unconditional constant of (Zk)kx=i , denoted by

unc(Zk)kxLl , is the infimum of numbers c > 0 such that, for all finite sequences

of vectors (xk)k , with xk £ Zk , and for all choices of signs (ek)k , the following

holds:

lZSkXk    <c   zZXk    ■
k k

If unc(Zk)kx'=l is finite, we call (Zk)k*Ll an unconditional decomposition.

A basis (e,)^, in a Banach space X is 1-conditional if unc(span{e,}g[) = 1.

If A is a set of positive integers, we denote span({e,}/6/1) in X by X\A .

Throughout this paper we fix an interpolation functor which to any 0 < 6 < 1

and any interpolation couple of Banach spaces (Xo, X\), with norms || • ||o and

|| • ||! respectively, corresponds the space (X0, X\)e , with the norm || • \\e such

that:
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(a) whenever (Xo, X\) and (Yn, Y\) are two interpolation couples and T

is a linear operator such that \\T: Xj -» Yj\\ = M}■, for 7 = 0, 1, then one has

(Xo,Xo)e = Xo   and   ||r: (X0, X,)e - (Y0, Yl)g\\ < M^eMe{ ;

(b) whenever (X0, X\) is an interpolation couple and (ei)°Zx is a 1-uncondi-

tional basis in both X0 and X\ and ^ is a set of positive integers, then

(Xo\a , X\\A)e = (Xo, X\)e\A .

It is well known (cf., e.g., [BL]) that the complex method satisfies conditions

(a) and (b). The real A- and /-methods satisfy (b), but (a) holds only up to

a factor depending on the parameters of the method. However, by multiplying

the interpolation norms by suitable constants, one can actually satisfy condition

(a) as well.

Condition (a) implies the following: for all x £ Xq D X\ one has

(i) 11*11* < IWlHWIi-
Let us observe the following fact crucial for further arguments.

Remark 1. Let X0 = X\ = R" be two Banach spaces with norms || • ||n and

||-Hi, respectively. Let ||id: X0 —► ATi|| = D, and let zo £ R" be such that

||zo||o= 1 and ||z0||i =D. Then \\z0\\e = De .
Indeed, since ||id: (X0, Xi)e -> Xi\\ < Dl~e , we get, by (1),

D = ||zo||, < Z^UzoL < Z),-fl||z0||0-e||zolli =D.

The main theorem of this section is

Theorem 1. Let (Xo, || • ||o) cind (X\, || • 111) be two Banach spaces of finite co-

type, let X\ c Xo, and let ||x||o < ||x||i for x £ X\. Let (e,)^, be a normalized
1 -unconditional basis for (Xo, || • ||o) and (X\, ||-||i). Assume that, for every in-

finite set A of positive integers, there exists a sequence (ak)keA of scalars such

that the series \^keA akek is convergent in X0 and divergent in X\. Then for

every increasing sequence (0/)~i in (0, 1), and for every 1 <p < oo, the space

(X) 0(^o, X\)ej)p has a subspace Y which has a basis but has no unconditional

basis.

Actually, the subspace Y even does not have the local unconditional structure.

The proof is based on a modification of the following criterion, due to Ke-

tonen [K] and Borzyszkowski [B].

Proposition 1. Let Y be a Banach space of finite cotype with a 2-dimensional

unconditional decomposition Y = span({Z^}^,). Let Zk = span{xj., yk} for

k = 1, 2, ... , and assume there exists C > 1 such that, for every a, /? e R

and k = 1, 2, ... ,

(i) max(|a|, \fi\) < \\axk + Byk\\ < C(\a\ + \0\).
If unc(7) < oo, then there exists an infinite set A of positive integers, a

bounded linear operator T: span({Zk}k€A) -» span({Zk}keA), and a, b, c, d £

R such that:

(ii) T(T,keA ak*k + fayk) = Y,k€A(aak + bBk)xk + (cak + dpk)yk ;
(iii) for every k £ A and for every scalar X £ R, one has ||(r-Aid)|zJ| > C\,

where C\ > 0 is an absolute constant.
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In fact, there is a function / such that if Y is of cotype q with the cotype

q constant Ai, A2 = unc{Zk}k*Li , and C is a constant from (i), then ||rj| <

f(C,q,K1,K2,unc(Y)).
We will use Proposition 1 by constructing, in the situation of Theorem 1, a

subspace Y which does not admit a bounded operator T as above. This is
done in the main technical proposition which states:

Proposition 2. Let X0, X\, (6t), and p be as in Theorem 1. Then there exists a

basic sequence X\, y\, Xi, yi, ■ ■ ■ in (X 0(^o, X\ )gj)p and C > 1 such that,
for every aJeR and k = 1, 2, ... , one has

(i) max(|a|, \B\) < \\axk + pyk\\ < C(\a\ + \fi\);
(ii) the decomposition (Z*)^, where Zk = span{x^, yk} for k = 1, 2, ... ,

is unconditional.

Moreover, for every infinite set A of positive integers one has

(iii) the linear operator J2keA ak*k -»Y,keA akVk. acting from span({x* }k€A)

to span({yk}k€A), is not bounded;

(iv) the linear operator Ylk£Aakyk^Y,k€AakXk> acting from span({yk}keA)

to span({xfc}ke/1), is not bounded;

(v) the projection   zZkeA ak*k    +    fayk   -*   Y,keA akXk,  acting from
span({Zk}keA) to span({xfc}fc£y4), is not bounded.

Assuming the truth of Propositions 1 and 2 we can prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let (x^-)^ and (y^)^!, be as in Proposition 2. Put

Zk = spanjxj;,;^} and Y = span({Zy(:}^=1). Suppose that unc(Y) < oo. By

Proposition 1 there is an infinite set A of positive integers and a bounded

operator T: span({Zk}f=l) -> span({Zfc}^j) such that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold.

Assume b ^ 0. Suppose that ^keA PkVk converges. Since T is continu-

ous, J2k(zAb(lkxk + dBkyk converges too. It follows that Y^k^APkxk converges,

which contradicts Proposition 2(iv). Similarly we get c = 0. Hence by Proposi-

tion l(iii) a ^ d. It follows that the projection YlkeA akXk+Pkyk —► Y,keA akxk
is continuous, but this contradicts Proposition 2(v).

Therefore, unc(Y) = oo .   □

We pass now to the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2.

Proof of Proposition 1. By [B, Proposition A], there is a constant D < oo and

operators Tn: Y -* Y, for n = 1, 2, ... , such that:

(2) Tn(Zk) c Zk   for each k,

(3) \\T„\\<D,

(4) ||(7;-Aid)|zJ|>!   foreveryAeR,  k= 1,2, ...,«.

Let An k , for n = 1,2,..., k = 1, 2, ... , n, be the family of 2 x 2
matrices of operators Tn\zk with respect to the basis {x^,^}. By (3) and

condition (i), the coefficients of A„tk are bounded. Hence, by the Cantor

diagonal process, we can extract an increasing sequence («y)^i of integers

such that for every k the limit limy_oo^« ,k = Ak exists. Let

A   = \Uk    bk
k     [ck   dk   •
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Set
(OO \ oo

Y, akxk + PkYk     = zZ^ak + bkPk)Xk + (Ck(*k + dkfa)yk ■
k=\ /       k=\

By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, \\T\\\ < D. Moreover,

(5) 11(7,-Xid)|zj|>i    foreveryAeR,  k=I,2,....

Fix 0 < Co < 1 to be defined later, and choose a subsequence (kj)Jil such that

maxfla/t; - a\, \bkj - b\, \ckj - c\, \dk] - d\) < C02~j,

for j = 1, 2, ... .   Of course, such  a, b, c, d  exist by compactness.   Put

A = {k{, k2,...}, and define T: span({Zk}k€A) -> span({Zk}keA) by

T I ]T ak*k + fayk ) = ^{aak + bpk)xk + (cak + dBk)yk .
\keA /        k£A

Using condition (i) and the assumption that (Zk)kK=l is an unconditional de-

composition of Y, it follows that \\(T\-T)\span^Zk}keA)\\ is bounded; so, T is

bounded and hence it can be extended to the bounded operator on

span({Zk}keA). Finally, (5) and (i) imply that Co can be chosen such that

(iii) holds.   □

Before we start the proof of Proposition 2 we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let (e,)^, be a normalized I-unconditional basis for two Banach

spaces Yo and Y\ . Suppose that || id: Y0 —> Yi|| — oo. Then for every D > 1

there exists a positive integer no such that

D<\\id:Yo\Ao^Yi\Ao\\<2D,

where A0 = {1, 2, ... , n0}.

Proof. For n = 1,2,... , put A„ — {1, 2, ... , n] and dn = ||id: Yo|^„ —»
Y\ \a„ II • Observe that dn is an increasing sequence and lim,,-.,^ d„ = oo. Now,

the lemma follows from the inequality dn+\ < 1 + dn .   □

Proof of Proposition 2. First, observe that there exist two sequences (D„)%L3

and (e„)^3 such that D„ > 1 , 0 < s„ < 1 , and that, for every n > 3,

(6) e„(&Den-'-e" + 4en+lDn)-1 >n   and   e„+1<e„/2.

This can be shown by an easy induction, since 6n-\ - 8„ < 0.

Set £i = 62 = 1. By (e,*)^!, denote the normalized 1-unconditional basis in

(Xo, X\)6i for i = 1,2, ... . Fix any a,•, b,£ {0, 1} , for i = 1, 2, ... , such
that a\ = b\ = 1, b\ = a2 — 0, and

(7) a, = bj = 1 infinitely many times,

(8) a, = 0 and bj = 1 infinitely many times,

(9) a, = 1 and bj = 0 infinitely many times.

Then set
oo oo

xk = zZ e'a'eik > ^ = Yl e'bieik ■
1=1 (=1
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To see (ii) it is enough to observe that, for k ^ k', the spaces Zk and

Zki have disjoint supports. Since \\xk\\ < 2, \\yk\\ < 2, and \\axk + Byk\\ >
\\aelk + Be2k\\ > max(|a|, \B\), we obtain (i). Now, it is easy to see that
x\, yi, x2, y2, ...  is a basic sequence.

Next, let us prove part (iii). Let A be an infinite set of positive integers. Fix

an arbitrary m > 3 such that bm = 1 and am = 0. By the assumption on A

and by Lemma 1, with D = Dm , we conclude that there exists a positive integer

«o such that for do = || id: Xo\Ao —► X\\Ao\\ where Aq = A n {1, 2, ... , «o},
one has

(10) Dm<do<2Dm.

Choose {PkheAo such that || EkeA0 0kekh = 1 and ||E*e4,Afc**lli = <k-
Denote z0 = Y,k&AoBkeik £ (X0, X\)6i.  By property (c) and Remark 1, we

obtain \\z0\\e. = d^', for i = 1, 2, ... . Thus, by (10), D6^ < \\zQ\\6i < 2D% .
We have

II E*^ toll ^ WYZ^iZk^Jke^W
II 2~lk£Ao Pk*k II      II Ei/™ e'a' 52keA0 $keikII

> ewl|zg'||g|.     >       emDem™

~ £,¥mfi«H4lk ~2(E,yme,^)

> g   ^^-> em(%Dem^-K + 4em+{Dm)-1 > m .
SD%-l+4em+lDm

Since, by (8), m can be taken arbitrarily large, the obtained estimate implies

(iii).
Similarly, using (9), we obtain (iv). To see (v), fix an arbitrary m > 3 such

that bm = am = 1. As in the proof of (iii), there exists a finite subset A0 of A

and a sequence (Bk)k€Ao such that for z0 = J2keA Bkeik £ (Xq, X\)ej one has

WZkeAjkXkW em\\zZ\\Bm

\\2ZkeAjk(Xk-yk)\\ -£Mm«/H4lk

Therefore, (v) is concluded by (7).    □

Letting Xj = lqj for j = 0, 1 and 1 < q\ < qo < oo and using a suitable

interpolation functor, we get (Xo, X\)e = lq where l/c7 = (1 - f9)/<?o + #/<7i •
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain

Corollary 1. For any decreasing sequence (qi)%x  in (1, oo) and any 1 < p <

oo, the space (J2 0 lqi)P has a subspace with no unconditional basis.

Taking arbitrary 1 < p < q, < 2 and observing that the space (^©l,,)p is

then isomorphic to a subspace of Lp([0, 1]), we reconstruct Ketonen's result.

Corollary 2. For any 1 < p < 2, the space Lp([0, 1]) has a subspace with no

unconditional basis.

2. Weak Hilbert spaces without an unconditional basis

In this section we shall use some notation and facts contained in [P]. The

main result of this section is
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Theorem 2. There exists a weak Hilbert space with no unconditional basis.

Let T be any version of the 2-convexified Tsirelson space, presented in [CS;

P, Chapter 13]. To fix attention, we set, in the notation from [P], T — Xs , with

5 = 2_1/2. Then T is a weak Hilbert space and the standard unit vector basis

is normalized and 1-unconditional in T.

An interpolation functor required in this section will be assumed to satisfy,

besides conditions (a) and (b) of §1, also the following condition:

(c) whenever (Xo,Xx) is an interpolation couple, (l2(X0), l2(Xi))g =

h((Xo,Xx)e).
It is well known (cf., e.g., [BL]) that the complex method satisfies (c). An

appropriate modification of A- and /-functional shows that real interpolation

methods, with suitably chosen parameters, also satisfy (c).

We require the following proposition, based on some rather general inter-

polation properties of 7. To make the notation more compact, we set, for

O<0<1, Tg = (T,e2)e.

Proposition 3. There exists an increasing sequence (dk)kxLl in (0, 1) such that

the space (J2T=\ 0 Tekh is a weak Hilbert space.

Now, the proof of Theorem 2 follows immediately from Theorem 1, Propo-

sition 3, and the well-known fact that no subsequence of the basis of T is

equivalent to the standard unit vector basis in i2 (see, e.g., [CS] or [P]).

Proof of Proposition 3. Fix a positive integer n , and let Jn = {n+1, n+2, ... } .

First, we shall show that there exists an increasing sequence 6k in (0, 1) such

that, if F is an (n2k)-dimensional subspace of Tgk\jn, then d(F, q2 ) < 2.

Indeed, it is easy to see from the definition of the norm on T (cf., e.g., [P,

(3.9) and (3.10)]) that arbitrary vectors yx, ... , yn2k in T\Jn satisfy

/»2< \1/2 /„2< \'/2 /■* \'/2

2-*+'W5>'Ha)    <   l£w2       <l£llv*H2)    .

This yields, as in [P, Lemma 13.3], that for all orthogonal n2k x n2k matrices

(ais) and for all «2fc-tuples (ys)"lx in T\jn we have

/»2*     nlk 2V/2 /»2* \'/2

(id E Efl"*      <o2<*+»/2 5>*n2    ,

v=i *=i      / V^1     /
where c is an absolute constant.

Now, we use an interpolation procedure that is well known in the present con-

text (cf., e.g., [TJ, §28]). Consider the operator R: (ys)£\ -+ (££?, aisys)^\.

By (11), \\R: tf(T) -» tf(T)\\ < c-2(k+[V2, and clearly \\R: tf(t2) -»
^"2*(^2)ll = 1 • Interpolating these estimates and using the fact that, by (d),

qlk(Te) = (q2\T), q2k(T))e , we can choose 6k such that

\\R:lf(Tek)^lf(Tek)\\<{c>2(k+»l2y-e><<2.

This is equivalent to an inequality analogous to (11) and is known to imply

the required distance estimate (cf., e.g., [P, Lemma 13.3] or [TJ, §27]).
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For every m = 2e, t - 1, 2, ... , set

Ym = T8l \Jm/2 ©2 Tg2\jm/i2 ffi2 Te, |ym/23 ©2 • • • ©2 TBt \jm/2, ©2    £ 0 T0k J   .
\k>l ) 2

Observe that the codimension of Ym is m - 1 and that every m-dimensional

subspace Z7 of Ym satisfies d(F, I™) < 2. A similar argument as in the proof

of Lemma 13.5 in [P] shows that (Ejtti 0 T^h is a weak Hilbert space.   D

Remark 2. Recall that the class of weak Hilbert spaces can be characterized by

a linear behaviour of various functions associated with finite-dimensional struc-

ture of Banach spaces. Such functions are, for instance, the codimension of a

nicely complemented Euclidean subspace in any n -dimensional subspace of X

(cf., e.g., [P]), or, as shown in [JP], the uniformity function of the uniform ap-

proximation property of X. It is well known [P] that, for examples related to

the Tsirelson space, these functions have much slower growth than linear, and

the same has recently been shown in [NT] for an arbitrary weak Hilbert space

with an unconditional basis. Obviously, for the weak Hilbert space constructed

in Theorem 2, the mentioned functions, as well as many other functions dis-

cussed in [P], which do not necessarily characterize weak Hilbert spaces, have

growth as slow as for the Tsirelson space.
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